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1 Introduction

In late November of 1885, Van Gogh left his family village of Nuenen in Brabant,
in order to enrol at the Antwerp Academy. Disillusioned by the instruction
there, he moved on at the end of February 1886 to join his brother Theo in Paris,
where he came to settle for two years. Vincent’s decision to leave his native
Holland for the French capital stemmed from his ambition to become a profes-
sional artist. In Holland, he had had little to no contact with other painters,
having to largely teach himself using artists’ manuals and other books, as well
as prints and illustrations. In Paris, this situation was to radically change how-
ever. For the first time Van Gogh was exposed to an overwhelming breadth of
artistic example in museums and galleries, and came into direct contact with
many painters of his day. Some of these encounters originated through Theo
who served as art dealer at the up-market Boulevard Montmartre branch of
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fig. 1 Vincent van Gogh, Portrait of an old man, F 205, 7 or 8 December 1885, oil on canvas, 44.2 x 33.8 cm
Van Gogh Museum (Vincent van Gogh Foundation), Amsterdam
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fig. 2 Vincent van Gogh, Head of a woman with loose hair, F206, mid. December 1885, oil on canvas, 35.0 x 24.4 cm
Van Gogh Museum (Vincent van Gogh Foundation), Amsterdam
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Boussod, Valadon and Cie,1 whilst the shop of the more
informal dealer and paint seller, Julien- François (père)
Tanguy, also functioned as a meeting place and exhibi-
tion space for artists. Vincent developed a friendship
with Toulouse-Lautrec, whom he first met as a fellow-
student at the Paris academy of the history painter
Fernand Cormon in the spring of 1886.2 By the spring of
1887, he was strengthening ties with vanguard artists.
He had met Paul Signac, and though the precise extent
of their contact is unclear, both artists painted several
landscapes in the Asnières suburb of Paris at this time.
Late in 1887, Vincent organised a group exhibition at the
Du Chalet restaurant located on the Avenue de Clichy,
demonstrating the bonds he had formed with progres-
sive artists such as Emile Bernard and Louis Anquetin
(similarly ex-Cormon students). Though the closeness 
of these contacts varied, inevitably they left their mark
upon his developing talent. Within the short space of
two years, he had radically transformed himself from a
rather limited painter with a somewhat old-fashioned
approach, to a highly promising, up-and-coming member
of the avant-garde.

Art historians have attempted to trace this process of
development in terms of evolving style and technique 
in his works of the period.3 Yet visual analysis has 
generally left aside the issue of the picture supports
used, despite the profound influence that these may
have on the appearance of individual paintings. This is
logical given that, up til now, such technical informa-
tion was simply not available. To address this hiatus,
detailed comparative examination and analysis of the
picture supports of ninety-three paintings in the collec-
tion of the Van Gogh Museum was carried out. This
included six that is all but one, of the surviving pictures
he made in Antwerp, as well as almost half of his Paris
oeuvre.4 Bearing in mind that this did not cover his
entire production, none-the-less it provided a represen-
tative sample on which to base conclusions. By far the
majority, seventy-one of the paintings examined, was 
on primed canvas, and two were on primed paper-on-
canvas. Seventeen other paintings were made on ready-
primed cardboard or carton, one on unprepared card-
board, and two on wooden panel. Though all types will
be mentioned, it is chiefly the canvas, and paper-on-can-
vas supports that are considered here. Standard features
were inventorised for each support, including dimen-
sions, features of stretching, fibre and weave characteris-
tics, any original trade or format stamps evident, the
build-up and composition of priming layers and, impor-
tantly, their pictorial function. The accumulated data

were examined for characteristic patterns that might
help to illuminate Van Gogh’s preferences throughout
the period under consideration. 

2 Contemporary practice

To situate these technical findings in context some
broader knowledge of the practices of late nineteenth
century French painters is required. What were the 
support materials available to Van Gogh, how were these
prepared, how did his choices fit in with general trends
in the period, and how innovatory was his particular
way of using them? Drawing in particular upon Anthea
Callen’s comprehensive study of this topic, the follow-
ing section provides the reader with a brief outline of
the situation in the period.5

• Canvas formats
In Van Gogh’s day, commercially primed canvases could
be bought ready-stretched on standard-sized wooden
frames, either fixed strainers, or stretchers that could 
be enlarged by tapping out. The three basic rectangular
shapes available in France were known as figure or 
portrait, landscape (paysage), and marine. For each num-
bered size, the three shapes would have one dimension
the same, but the other would differ; figure being the
widest and marine the narrowest (table 1). Alternatively
painters might prefer to buy prepared canvas by the roll,
together with bare stretchers, combining these them-
selves to provide cheaper picture supports. Finally, 
canvases might be custom prepared by the colourman,
or even primed by the artist rather than off-the-shelf
types. In both these instances, painters were no longer
bound to the standard commercial sizes on offer. From
the 1880’s, with the introduction of mitred ‘universal’
stretchers with interchangeable members, one possibility
was to compose stretchers of non-standard format by
varying the combination of bars of fixed length.
Alternatively, stretching frames of any desired format
could be made to order. Often painters alternated
between these practices throughout their careers. 

• Fabrics and weaves
The standard weave for artists’canvas was a simple,
tabby weave, but other types were sold. Though not
advertised commercially, basket-weave canvases (as
sometimes used by Edgar Degas) were also available,
sold ready-stretched and primed as off-the-shelf 
supports. Various types of twill were sold too, regularly
used by for example Camille Pissarro and Claude Monet.

– 42 –
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The staple fabric for artists’ canvas was linen, though
alternatives such as cotton or hemp might be specified
in trade catalogues. Madapolam, a cheap and closely
woven cotton fabric was advertised for use with pastel,
or even ready prepared for oil painting. Prepared canvas
was available in a broad selection of weights, and weave
densities that ranged from as little as 11 up to more
than 30 threads per cm. The different qualities on offer
ranged from the cheapest étude grade, characterised by 
a thin skeletal weave, through the somewhat better 
ordinaire quality, right up to the très-fine and extra fine
weaves. In practice these designated types might overlap
however. A survey of canvases in the Impressionist and
Post-Impressionist collection of the Courtauld Institute
revealed the full range in use, from the open and thin
weave canvases used by Paul Cézanne from the mid-70s
to 90s, to the very fine canvas weaves favoured by the
Impressionist in the 1870s for example.6 Fabric might
also be used as a backing for paper supports, mounted
on stretching frames. Artists such as Degas and
Toulouse-Lautrec used paper-on-canvas, or paper, as
part of a direct and sketchy painting technique that
utilised the colour and absorbency of the support in an
obvious way.7

• Preparatory layers
In Van Gogh’s day, there were two main procedures 
for the preparation of artists’canvas. On the one hand,
lengths of canvas might be stretched and primed on
large frames that in commercial practice traditionally
measured around 10 x 2m. Once dry, the strips of pre-
pared canvas could be cut up to make individual picture
supports. Alternatively, a piece of canvas was first cut 
to size, then individually stretched and primed on the
working-size frame. A physical distinction may still be
made between the two types of support, since in the 
first case the priming layers covered the entire support
(including the tacking margins), whereas in the second
they covered the picture area only. 

Often this difference in method of preparation is one 
of the criteria used to distinguish ‘commercial’ from
‘artist’ or ‘self-primed’ canvases respectively.8 However,
the distinction is not a categorical one, since canvases
prepared by the small-scale colourman might show
overlapping characteristics. For example, like the larger
scale manufacturer, the colour merchant might also 
prepare canvas in strips, subsequently cutting them 
up to make individual supports. Similarly, qualitative

Table 1: The three basic rectangular shapes available in France; from the 1889 Lefranc et Cie catalogue (illustration supplied by Anthea Callen).
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features such as uneven ground coverage, may be used
to argue that individually prepared canvases were
primed by the artist rather than by the hand of a ‘pro-
fessional’. However, in fact lack of quality control might
well lead to sub-standard materials being supplied by
the colourman. For example, in 1887, Camille Pissarro
complained of a canvas supplied by Tanguy, ‘It is dread-
ful and of second quality.’9 Though not specified, it is
likely that Tanguy himself primed this canvas. 

Both pre-cut canvas, and canvas in rolls, was available
with different types of preparation that offered varied
degrees of absorbency. Absorbent primings were essen-
tially distemper grounds, consisting of chalk or another
white inert material, bound in an aqueous medium,
usually animal glue. Non-absorbent grounds however
were based on lead white in an oil medium. In between
these two main types of glue and oil-based grounds
however, were many intermediate forms providing
semi-absorbent properties. In practice nomenclature
could vary, designated types covering different formula-
tions. For example, the earliest absorbent grounds,
introduced commercially in France by the Paris colour-
man Rey by 1821 at the latest (later, Rey et Perrod were
visited by Van Gogh, see table 2), in fact consisted of an
oil layer on a distemper ground, rather than distemper
alone.10 Similarly, a canvas stamped ‘toile absorbante’
and supplied in 1871 by the Paris firm Hardy-Alan 
(table 2) seems prepared with the same type of oil on 
distemper ground. However, the 1894 catalogue of 
Paris colour merchant, Gustave Sennelier, now specified
absorbent (presumably pure distemper) as well as semi-
absorbent grounds.11

Ready-primed canvas with chalk ground was only avail-
able by the meter and in white, though absorbent can-
vas could also be ordered from the colourman to the
required size. There is documentary evidence for
painters supplied by some of the same Paris colour mer-
chants visited by Van Gogh, though the exact nature of
these absorbent grounds has not been confirmed by
analysis. Hence Alfred Sisley used an absorbent canvas
from Latouche in 1874, and, in 1887, Camille Pissarro
used one from Contet, who had taken over the rue
Lafayette shop of Latouche in that same year (see table 2).12
As early as 1881, fellow-painter Paul Gauguin, is known
to have prepared his own canvas with thin, chalk in 
animal glue grounds, this subsequently becoming his
preferred picture support from 1887 on.13 Around 1887
too, Van Gogh’s colleagues, Emile Bernard and Louis
Anquetin, were developing a flat decorative painting

style that later became known as Cloisonism, employing
fine canvas thinly prepared with absorbent grounds to
this end. These artists utilised the absorbent grounds 
to wick out the paint medium for matt surface effects,
using thin veils or touches of colour that soaked into 
the porous supports. 

Distemper layers had the advantage that they dried
within a few hours, whereas oil grounds could take sev-
eral months, depending on the number of layers applied
and the seasonal climate. These faster drying properties
made absorbent or semi-absorbent grounds cheaper to
produce, and more reliable to use, since improperly
dried oil ground could cause paint layers to crack. On
the other hand, oil grounds were more flexible than
aqueous ones, an advantage when pictures were to be
rolled up for storage or for transport. Ready-primed can-
vas with oil ground was also available in a much wider
range of tints and surface finish than absorbent canvas.
Colour merchant catalogues listed two common types, 
à grain and à lisse. The à grain texture consisted of one
ground coat that left the maximum canvas texture 
evident, whereas the à lisse surface was provided by two
coats that filled the weave interstices to a greater degree.
Oil grounds were available in pure white, though their
glare was usually attenuated by small additions of
coloured pigment (commonly fine black and earth pig-
ments) that provided a subtle range of pale tints. Light
tinted grounds could simply be used to heighten overall
tonality, but in the work of the Impressionists for 
example, the commonly pale grey grounds came to take
on a central pictorial role, providing deliberate colour
contrasts. 

Paying attention to all the aspects described above, 
table 3 lists the characteristic features of the primed
canvas supports that Van Gogh used in Antwerp and
Paris. These tabulated results form an essential under-
pinning of the discussion that follows, which examines
findings in relation to aspects of style and technique. 

3 Antwerp; a transition

Though of short duration, Vincent’s stay in Antwerp
signified his initiation to a more sophisticated urban
environment, perhaps even serving as a deliberate test-
ing ground for Paris.14 It was there that his transition
from a ‘peasant’ to a ‘city’ painter first began. He set
himself a new goal; to master the genre of portraiture 
as opposed to the more generalised character studies of
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rural workers he had produced in Nuenen, going on to
produce at least nine portraits within the short space of
two months (four of which are now kept at the Van
Gogh Museum). This change of subject matter went
hand-in-hand with a turn around in his painting tech-
nique, which, at another level, similarly paved the way
for his practice in Paris. Van Gogh set about to profes-
sionalise his method and consulted Petrus Johannes
Tyck, whom he considered ‘the best’ paint manufacturer
in Antwerp, for advice on technical aspects.15 Moreover,
he invested in the purchase of better tools, such as fine
quality brushes and durable colours, as well as new
types of picture support. Since his letters allow us to 

follow his train of thought in the period, it is worth
going into this in some depth. 
Four days after his arrival in Antwerp on 24 November
1885, Van Gogh received loose canvas and around forty
stretching frames sent on from Nuenen, where his nor-
mal practice had been to combine these elements to
make his own picture supports.16 Examination of
Nuenen paintings has shown that the canvas used was
of a rather consistent type, with thread counts generally
in the range of 13–14 x 14–16 threads per cm, and com-
mercial cream-coloured grounds.17 The canvas pieces
were cut to size and stretched on wooden frames of 
non-standard format, made by a local carpenter and
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contractor.18 Apparently Vincent kept to this procedure
for his very first portrait in Antwerp, f 205 Portrait of an
old man (fig. 1), painted on 7 or 8 December, since the
characteristic weave and non-standard format of the 
picture support indicate use of the forwarded Nuenen
materials.19 Van Gogh cut a second piece of this same
canvas to matching size for the picture support of f 260
Houses seen from the back, painted some time between 
9 December and the end of February 1886.20 The 
cramped placement of Portrait of an old man, enhanced 
by the flat handling of the dark background, still recalls
the treatment of his Nuenen studies. Indeed to break
out of this mould would require a radical change in
approach, implemented in the portraits that followed. 

Three Antwerp pictures in the collection of the Van
Gogh Museum illustrate how, for the first time, the
artist went on to employ off-the-shelf canvases that
were pre-stretched in a range of standard commercial
sizes. For two works he purchased standard figure can-
vases that were slightly squarer than his usual Nuenen
formats (f 207a Portrait of a woman and f 212 Head of a
skeleton with burning cigarette), whilst a third work was
painted on a support with landscape dimensions (f 206
Head of a woman with loose hair- fig. 2).21 Each of these
canvases shows a different thread count, no longer 
corresponding to the typical Nuenen range. Moreover
each canvas is prepared with a different type of ground.
In a letter of 9 December, he elucidates this change in
practice, announcing that the canvases he had brought
with him were too small for the portrait heads, since 
his use of other colours necessitated more space for the
surroundings. Indeed, both documentary and technical
evidence reveal that the changed dimensions of his 
picture supports went hand-in-hand with a revision of
his palette. Initially he had used paint supplies sent on
from the shop of Jan Baijens in Eindhoven and received
on 6 or 7 December, but by 9 December he had pur-
chased additional paints and had visited the paint man-
ufacturer Tyck, who had provided information about
certain colours.22 His following letters are full of praise
for the new colours purchased, including cobalt blue,
vermilion, carmine red, cadmium yellow and emerald
green.23 Analysis of paint samples indicates that it was
in his portraits that these bright spectral pigments first
came to replace the Prussian blue, Naples yellow and
earth pigments that typified his Nuenen palette.24 The
combined effect of changed format and brighter tonality
to create a new spaciousness is well illustrated by two
portraits painted in mid- December, f 207a Portrait of a
woman, and f 206 Head of a woman with loose hair (fig. 2).

For the backgrounds Van Gogh made generous use of
the pigment cobalt blue, which he considered to be a
‘heavenly colour […] with nothing comparable to create
air around things.’25 Essentially this introduction of
standard sized supports and revamping of his Dutch
palette, set the tone for his practice in Paris. 

One other aspect of his Paris technique that is foreshad-
owed in the early Antwerp picture, f 205 Portrait of an 
old man, should be mentioned here. As described, the
picture was made on identical primed canvas compared
to that used for f 260 Houses seen from the back, both 
supports being cut from a roll of canvas shipped from
Nuenen. However, for the portrait Van Gogh concealed
the light pinkish ground using an opaque grey layer,
brushed streakily on top.26 Almost certainly this feature
reflects his Antwerp encounter with the work of Peter
Paul Rubens, who commonly adjusted the light tone of
his primed supports with a streaky grey or brown layer
of oil paint.27 Certainly Van Gogh went into the subject
of Ruben’s technique, quizzing the paint manufacturer
Tyck on the topic, and, as he felt, receiving an intelligent
reply to his questions.28 Rubens often allowed the grey
underlayer to play through translucent areas of flesh
paint for a lively effect, creating bluish flesh tones that
contrasted the warm modelling with touches of pure red
in the face or the hands, which Van Gogh so admired.29
Van Gogh on the other hand virtually covered the grey
underlayer with opaque brushwork in his portrait, apart
from a small area around the mouth, negating its effect
in the finished work (fig. 3). It was not until the spring
of 1887 that he seems to have returned to the idea of
adjusting the pale shade of a ready-made ground with a
mid-toned layer, now allowing it to contribute to the
final look of the painting (see under sections Mid-toned
grounds and Discussion).

fig. 3 Vincent van Gogh, Portrait of an old man, F 205 (see fig.1), 
detail of grey layer applied by the artist to tone the light ground. 
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4 Paris

Around 1 March 1886, Van Gogh moved from Antwerp to
Paris. Initially he moved in with his brother at 25 rue
Laval, until, at the beginning of June, they could switch
to a larger apartment with studio space at 54 rue Lepic.
The artist quarters of Montmartre were littered with
shops selling painting materials, and retail stamps left
visible on the backs of his Paris works inform us that
Van Gogh visited at least eight of them during the 
period of his stay (see figs. 4, 6 & 16). Table 2 lists details
of these companies, with their retail address in the 
period. From the letters we may deduce that Van Gogh
also purchased artist materials from the colour mer-
chant J.-F. (père) Tanguy, who had learnt the tricks of
the trade when employed from 1860 by maison Edouard
as a grinder of artists’ colours.30 In the summer of 1887,
Vincent wrote that when he had begun to work in
Asnières (i.e. in the spring of 1887) Tanguy had supplied
him with many canvases, but that his witch of a wife
had put a stop to this generosity.31 So far however, 
there is no evidence that Tanguy stamped or otherwise
marked the canvases he provided. A former label on one
of the plaster cast models owned by Van Gogh informs
us that he may also have visited the shop of George
Latouche, another small-scale art dealer and paint seller
who is known to have sold canvas supports.32

During his first weeks in Paris, Van Gogh painted 
several works on supports that consisted of ready-
primed cardboard or carton, rather than canvas.
Examinations have shown that the standard sized 
supports were cut from larger pre-primed sheets, most
likely manufactured in the Paris region where factories
producing carton were known in the period.33 All the
boards show identical features of construction, in terms
of their consistent 2mm thickness, built up in two layers
of hard-pressed and poorly refined wood pulp.34 
Analysis discovered two standard recipes of mixed paint
used for the pale grey and white types of ground layer
applied, each with a smooth (à lisse) surface finish.35
Trade stickers surviving on the back of several cartons
inform us that they were purchased from the shop of
Pignel-Dupont, established at number 17 rue Lepic, just
down the street from the brothers’ apartment (fig. 4).36
Written in ink are the prices 50 centièmes for the figure
5 size supports, and 65 centièmes for the figure 6 ones,
being much less expensive than canvas supports of
equivalent size.37 Indeed carton was considered a cheap
substitute for canvas, suited for learning purposes.38
By the end of June, Van Gogh had used up seven cartons

for a series of studies of plaster cast models after antique
sculpture that he owned, working at the rue Lepic apart-
ment.39 Another two were used for his very first exercises
in the genres of floral still life: f 218 Glass with yellow roses
(that was painted over an abandoned plaster cast study),
and f 243a Bottle with peonies and blue delphiniums.
Afterwards however, Van Gogh’s usual practice in Paris
went on to be the purchase of ready-made canvases in a
range of commercial sizes, only occasionally returning
to the use of carton for practice in a new style (see 
concerning f 331, under Discussion).40

• Canvas formats
Of the sixty-seven Paris pictures examined, fifty-four
could be considered to be of standard format, with vir-
tually corresponding height by width measurements
(less than 1cm deviation). This small margin of differ-
ence could readily be accounted for by slight variations
in the range of standard sizes provided by different
manufacturers in the period, as well as by marginal
changes in the original dimensions of the canvas 
resulting from later treatments (such as lining, or 
substitution of original stretching frames). In the case 
of six paintings made on the back of Nuenen pictures
without tacking margins, though the canvases were
roughly cut to fit the shape of standard formats, the
height and width measurements show a greater devia-
tion (1–2.5 cm). The canvas support of f 344 Self portrait
with a felt hat, which does have original tacking margins,
falls into this same category of pictures designated as
‘close to’ a standard format. Six Paris pictures were clearly

fig. 4 Detail of trade sticker of the company Pignel-Dupont, 
on the reverse of Vincent van Gogh, Bottle with peonies  
and blue delphiniums, F243a, late June – mid. July 1886, 
oil on carton, 34.5 x 27.0 cm. The figure 5-sized support is 
priced 50 centièmes. Van Gogh Museum (Vincent van Gogh 
Foundation), Amsterdam
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fig. 5
Vincent van Gogh, Sunset in Montmartre, F266a,
March- mid. April 1887, oil on canvas, 
21.5 x 46.4 cm
Van Gogh Museum (Vincent van Gogh Foundation),
Amsterdam

fig. 6
Infra red reflectogram clarifying the firm trade mark of
Hofer Frères and size 10, stamped onto the back of
the lined picture, Vincent van Gogh, 
Sunset in Montmartre, F266a (see fig. 5).

fig. 7
Vincent van Gogh, The Moulin de Blute-Fin 
and vegetable gardens, F346, March- mid. April
1887, oil on canvas, 45.2 x 81.3 cm
Van Gogh Museum (Vincent van Gogh Foundation),
Amsterdam

fig. 8
Vincent van Gogh, Impasse des deux frères 
and Moulin de Poivre, F347, March- mid. April 1887,
oil on canvas, 35.0 x 65.3 cm
Van Gogh Museum (Vincent van Gogh Foundation),
Amsterdam

fig. 9
Vincent van Gogh, Courting couples in a park in
Asnières, F314, May – June 1887, 
oil on canvas, 75.0 x 112.5 cm
Van Gogh Museum (Vincent van Gogh Foundation),
Amsterdam
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not made on standard size canvases, with deviations 
of 2.5 cm or more in height or width. However, a 
non-standard height by width format might still be
composed of stretcher bars of standard length. For 
each painting, this information is specified in Table 3. 
A separate overview of the standard size canvases used 
in Paris is provided above.

Based on these tabulated findings, the following obser-
vations can be made. Of the fifty-four standard size sup-
ports examined, thirty had the squarer figure or portrait
format, twenty-three a horizontal or vertical landscape
format, and only one a marine format. The range of 
sizes used was 3–40 in the figure format, and 3–20 in the 
landscape format. Van Gogh’s most common choice was
figure 8 (nine canvases), followed by figure 10 (six can-
vases, excluding the figure 10 support of f 266a that was
cut down by the artist), and figure 6 (also six canvases). 

Like other painters, van Gogh seems to have ignored
trade-designated subject categories when using his
picture supports. Thus of the thirty figure canvases,
only nine were used for portraits, whereas twelve were
used for landscapes, eight for still lifes, and one for a
copy after a Japanese print. Of the twenty-three land-
scape canvases, only four were used for landscape,
whereas eight were used for still lifes, seven for por-
traits, and four for other subject matter. However, when
counting these examples, one needs to take into account

that often the present design covers up an abandoned
picture that may have had another theme. This is
thought to apply to twenty-four (i.e. almost one third)
of the sixty-seven Paris paintings considered. 

Striking is that only one standard marine canvas was
used, for the narrow still-life f 281 Flame Nettle in a 
flowerpot painted in late June to mid. July 1886, corre-
sponding to a horizontal marine 6 format. Some months
later, between March and mid April 1887, a slightly 
larger canvas of matching proportions was used for the
small landscape, f 266a Sunset in Montmartre (fig. 5). In
this case however, Van Gogh used an alternative to a
ready-made marine format support, cutting a commercial
figure 10 canvas roughly across the middle to provide a
support that had the same width as a marine 8 canvas,
but was 5.5 cm shorter. Painted shapes extend onto the
bottom tacking margin provide evidence that the initial
picture was cropped at this edge. Furthermore a size 10
format stamp on the back of the canvas, located near 
the bottom edge rather than in the middle, confirms its
original figure 10 format (fig. 6). Two larger Montmartre
landscapes executed in the Spring of 1887 also employ
elongated supports that were somewhat squatter than
the fixed marine formats, approaching the proportions
of the double square format he came to favour in some
of his last pictures made in Auvers.41 In these cases,
interchangeable or universal stretcher bars of fixed
length seem to have been used to compose stretchers in
the desired format, combining these with canvas pur-
chased by the meter. For example, the picture support 
of f 346 The Moulin de Blute-Fin and vegetable gardens
(March to mid. April 1887) was presumably tailored
using a no. 8 bar for the height and a no. 25 one for the
width, providing a shape roughly 8cm shorter than a
marine 25 canvas (fig. 7). For f347 Impasse des deux frères
and Moulin de Poivre (March to mid. April 1887), the 
combination of a no. 5 bar for the height with a no. 15
one for the width provided an oblong format that was
roughly 11 cm shorter than a marine 15 canvas- (fig. 8). 

Different factors may help to explain the lack of marine
canvases used, including market forces. Though adver-
tised in trade catalogues, they may have been less in
demand and hence less readily available than the staple
figure and landscape formats. Also, these advertisements
reveal that marine canvases were relatively expensive,
costing the same price as the larger figure or landscape
ones in the same standard size number, a disadvantage
that became more significant at the top end of the size
range.42 Writing in the summer of 1887, Van Gogh com-

Separate overview of the standard size canvases used in Paris

Format b. of Used for Used for Used for Other
paintings figure/ landscape/ still life subject

portrait city view

Figure/
portrait

40 1 1
15 2 1 1
12 1 1
10 6 1 3 1 Japanese 

print
8 9 2 4 3
6 6 2 3 1
5 1 1
3 4 2 2

Landscape
(vert. or 
horiz.)

20 3 1 1 Japanese 
print

15 4 1 1 2
12 3 1 2

8 3 1 2
6 4 2 Skull 2x
4 2 1 1
3 4 2 1 Kingfisher

Marine 
(horiz.)

6 1 1
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plained that large and long canvases used for landscape
proved difficult to sell.43 Together these economic reasons
may explain why Van Gogh turned to the cheaper option
of combining bare stretchers with loose canvas to manu-
facture the larger picture supports of his Montmartre
landscapes. On the other hand, the need to economise
seems to have been balanced with pictorial considera-
tions in these examples. Though initially both canvases
were used for an underlying composition of unknown
subject, their broad format is deliberately played out in
the splayed perspectives of the current landscapes.44

Painted very slightly later in May – June 1887, Vincent’s
large study, f 314 Courting Couples in a park at Asnières,
is also of non-standard format, though closer to a
marine format (size 50) than the examples discussed
above (fig. 9). Here the horizontal proportions emphasise
the decorative frieze-like character of the composition.
In this case however, only the width dimension could
have been achieved with a standard length stretcher-
bar, perhaps indicating that the stretcher or strainer was
custom-made for this ambitious work that seems to
have been reworked in several sessions in the studio.
Accordingly, a better, more expensive grade of canvas
was also used, though the use of higher quality materi-
als for important works was 
by no means the rule (see concerning f 316 below). 

• Fabrics and weaves
A survey of the fabric weaves employed by Van Gogh
reveals a normal selection for the period. Virtually all 
of the seventy-three canvases examined were of simple
tabby weave. Only three were painted on a matching
pre-primed twill, and none on basket-weave canvas. A
striking feature of the canvases that Van Gogh used in
Paris is the wide range of thread counts measured. At
the bottom end of the range were thirty tabby weave
canvases that consisted of very poor quality skeletal
weaves, with only 11.5–13.5 thin and irregular threads
per cm. Visual comparison with a post 1906 sample of
ready-primed ordinaire étude from the firm Bourgeois
aîné suggests that this gauze-like fabric may have been
equivalent to the cheapest étude grade of canvas sold.45
Though intended for rough studies, Van Gogh used it
even for more ambitious works such as his large canvas
depicting Montmartre behind the Moulin de la Galette f 316,
painted in August 1887, which he chose to include in an
exhibition at Les Indépendants in the spring of 1888.46 So
far this particular grade of ready-primed canvas has only
been found in his Paris works and seems specific to the
period. A trade stamp on the back of f 324 Vase with corn-

flowers and poppies (private collection) informs us that 
in one instance Van Gogh purchased a ready-stretched
canvas of this type, with a thread count approximating
12 x 12, from the Paris shop of Hardy-Alan (table 2).47 At
the other end of the thread count range, Van Gogh used
very fine fabrics for 6 paintings dated to 1887, with 19–30
threads per cm, the finest type probably equivalent to
the extra fine weaves advertised. With one exception
(f 297a Skull), selective fibre analysis identified linen
used for this full range of canvas types described. An
even finer fabric, with more than 30 weft thread per cm,
proved to be cotton however, possibly the fabric sold as
madapolam. This fine cotton canvas was used for a small
group of paintings made in the second half of 1887, 
usually with paper laid on top. 

• Preparatory layers
In thirty-seven of the sixty-seven Paris canvases exam-
ined the ground layers extended over the tacking mar-
gins, indicating a ready-manufactured canvas that was
primed before it was cut to size. On the other hand, 
for nineteen canvases investigated, the ground layers
covered the picture area only, suggesting pre-cut canvas
that was individually prepared by the colourman, or
perhaps by the artist in certain cases. Eleven canvases
(ten being re-used pictures) were without tacking mar-
gins, since they had never been mounted on stretching
frames. Instead, original holes through the front edges
suggest that the loose canvases were pinned flat onto a
solid support or framework for preparation and/or use
by the artist. 

By far the majority of
the canvases examined were purchased with standard,
ready-made primings, based on lead white in oil.
Detailed comparison revealed endless variety in the
exact build-up and composition of the commercial
ground layers applied, reflecting the huge subtly vary-
ing range on offer. However, these may be grouped
under three main types described below, emerging as a
useful feature to help determine the Antwerp or Paris
provenance of a picture support. 

• Double, lead white-on-thin chalk grounds (see table 3.3)
The first type of semi-absorbent ground consists of a
lead white in oil layer, on top of a chalk one, presumably
bound with glue (fig. 10).48 The first chalk ground may 
be very thin, and is always much thinner than the lead
white layer on top. The lead white layer often contains
barium sulphate or gypsum as filler, with traces of
coloured pigment (ochre’s, fine carbon black, and
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umber) providing the required tint. f 208 Self-portrait
differs in that very little lead white is mixed with the
first chalk ground, overlapping with ground type 2.
However, it shows greater affinity with this first type of
ground, due to the inclusion of barium sulphate in the
top layer, and the fact that this layer is thicker than the
chalk ground underneath it. Exceptionally, the top layer
in Couples courting in a park in Asnières (f 314) contains zinc
white, rather than lead white. The effect of this ground
is no longer apparent however, since it is thoroughly
covered by additional ground and paint layers 
on top.

It should be noted that to distinguish this type of double
ground from a single lead white one (see type 3) might
not be straight forward, especially since the lead white is
found mixed with similar ingredients in both cases.
Identification depends upon having a sample, which
includes the first thin layer of chalk ground complete, as
confirmed by the presence of a size layer at the bottom
of the sample. 

This type of ground was found on several Paris works,
yet the fact that it also occurs on an Antwerp canvas
(f 207a Portrait of a woman) means that it cannot be 
considered as exclusive to the period. Nine of the twelve
canvases investigated with this type of double ground
were of very poor quality loose weave, with only 12–13
thin warp and weft threads per cm. In these cases, 
presumably the first chalk-in-glue layer would have
provided a relatively cheap material to fill the particu-
larly open pores of the fabric, reducing the quantity of
more expensive lead white-in-oil paint required on top.
Also, as mentioned (see under section Preparatory layers),
the faster drying properties of the distemper underlayer
would have made the ground cheaper to manufacture.
For the canvas supports that were primed before being
cut to size, one option might have been to use ready-
made absorbent canvas with a distemper ground, known
to have been sold by the meter, as a convenient basis 
for further preparation of the fabric.49 The white chalk
ground could simply be adjusted with a tinted oil layer
applied on top. 

• Double, lead white and chalk-on-thicker chalk and lead 
white grounds (see table 3.4)

A second type of semi-absorbent ground consists of a
layer of lead white commonly mixed with a little chalk,
on a layer of chalk mixed with a little lead white.50
Unlike the first type of priming described, here the first
chalk-based ground is thicker than the lead white-based
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fig. 10 Paint cross-section from the bottom turnover crease of Vincent
van Gogh, Impasse des deux frères and Moulin de Poivre, 
F347, (see fig. 8). The sample shows a c. 0.02 mm thick first
chalk ground layer, with a second c. 0.06 mm thick ground 
layer containing lead white, a little barium sulphate, gypsum, 
silicates, carbon black and ochreous particles. Paint layers of 
the underlying and current composition are visible on top of 
the ground. 

fig. 11 Paint cross-section from the upper edge of Vincent van Gogh, 
Skull, F297a, autumn 1887, oil on canvas, 41.6- 42.4 x 
30.0–30.4 cm, Van Gogh Museum (Vincent van Gogh 
Foundation), Amsterdam. The bottom of the sample shows 
two ground layers belonging to the underlying composition. 
The first thick layer contains chalk and a little lead white. The 
thinner (up to 0.025 mm) second layer contains lead white, 
a little chalk, and presumably zinc white. The thick greenish 
paint layers present on top contain pigments characteristic 
of Van Gogh’s Nuenen or early Antwerp period, including 
different shades of ochre, umber, Prussian blue, Naples 
yellow, chrome orange, lead white and zinc white. The top 
layer is the ground of the current composition, containing 
lead white, a little barium sulphate and zinc white, as well 
as the unusual pigment, bone white. This is covered by 
yellow varnish.

fig. 12 Paint cross-section from the top fold-over edge of Vincent van 
Gogh, Vase with Chinese asters and gladioli, F234, August- 
mid. September 1886, oil on canvas, 61.1 x 46.1 cm, Van 
Gogh Museum (Vincent van Gogh Foundation), Amsterdam. 
The c. 0.06 mm thick ground layer contains lead white, a little
orange ochre, umber, silicates and china clay. Size is evident 
at the bottom of the sample, and the main paint layers are 
present on top.
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fig. 22 Vincent van Gogh, The bridge in the rain (after Hiroshige), 
F372, October–November 1887, oil on canvas, 73.3 x 53.8 cm
Van Gogh Museum (Vincent van Gogh Foundation), Amsterdam

fig. 24 Vincent van Gogh, Woodland view, F309a, May – July 1887, 
oil on canvas, 46.1 x 55.2 cm Van Gogh Museum (Vincent van 
Gogh Foundation), Amsterdam

fig. 16
Stamp of the firm, Tasset et L’Hôte, 

present on the original stretcher of Vincent
van Gogh, The Courtesan (after Eisen),

F373, October–November 1887, 
oil on canvas, 100.7 x 60.7 cm

Van Gogh Museum (Vincent van Gogh
Foundation), Amsterdam

fig. 17
Vincent van Gogh, Two dried sunflowers, 

F377, August 1887, oil on cotton canvas, 
21.2 x 27.0 cm Van Gogh Museum 

(Vincent van Gogh Foundation), Amsterdam

fig. 13
Vincent van Gogh,
Banks of the Seine, 

F293, Late April- 
late July 1887, 
oil on canvas, 
46.0 x 32.0 cm
Van Gogh Museum 
(Vincent van Gogh
Foundation), 
Amsterdam
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one on top. The top layer might have a slight addition 
of zinc white too. This type of ground was quite rare in
the Paris pictures investigated, being found on only two
works dated to 1887: f304 The bridge near Courbevoie and
f358 Study for ‘Romans Parisiens’. Though four other
Paris paintings did have this type of ground, the canvas
supports are in fact fragments cut from earlier paint-
ings: f275 View of a park in Asnières, f524 Self portrait with
straw hat, and f297 and f297a, both entitled Skull.51 Paint
samples show that the dark, blue to green colours of 
the cut up paintings contained pigments that were still
typical of his Nuenen palette, yet the canvas supports 
do not show the typical Nuenen weave (fig. 11).52

However, as we know (see under section Antwerp; a
transition.), Van Gogh continued to use Nuenen colours
for certain pictures in Antwerp, before revising his
palette with the new colours purchased there. Weighing
up this technical evidence, the provenance of the re-used
canvases seems most likely to be Antwerp, or possibly
Holland, but definitely not Paris. Two other canvases
bought in Antwerp had this same type of ground: f 212
Head of a skeleton with burning cigarette and f 174 Portrait 
of an old woman.53 In summary, one can say that this 
type of priming was very unusual in the Paris pictures
investigated, and most common for Antwerp.

• Single, lead white-based ground (see table 3.5)
By far the most common type of priming encountered 
in the Paris works was a lead white based oil ground,
applied in one or two layers of matching or very similar
composition (fig.12).54 Barium sulphate, pipe clay, chalk
and gypsum might be present as extenders, commonly
with traces of the same toning pigments found in the
first category of lead white-on-chalk grounds. Among
the small group of Antwerp paintings investigated, one
also had this particular type of ground: f 206 Head of a
woman with long hair. Thus whilst typical for Paris,
again it may not be considered exclusive to the period.

Exceptionally, analysis of the individually primed 
canvas support of f 261 View of Paris showed zinc white
(zinc oxide) mixed into the lead white ground. A known
disadvantage of zinc white in oil paint films was that
they are relatively brittle, Church [1890] writing; ‘When
used freely, it often shows a tendency to crack and
scale…’55 Sharp stress cracks have formed in the ground
of this painting, tending to lift the paint on top. 

Absorbent supports Examinations revealed that from the
Spring of 1887 onward, Van Gogh began to experiment
with alternative types of absorbent surface on which to

paint, replacing the standard, off-the-shelf canvas types
traditionally used. Characteristic of these supports, all 
of which were individually stretched and prepared by
the colourman or artist, is that they consist of finely
woven fabrics, or smooth paper laid on fine fabric, often
left unsized, and with thinly applied ground layers.
Examples of these different types of absorbent prepara-
tions are described below. 

• Thinly applied, pure lead white on linen (see table 3.5)
One type of absorbent preparation used, consisted of a
very thin layer of lead white in oil (up to around 0.05
mm). The lead white was of a pure variety, without the
extenders commonly present in commercial primings.
This type of ground was found on f308 Woodland, dated
to July 1887, though the support was originally used for
an earlier underlying composition of unknown subject.
Unfortunately, since the ground was covered up by a
new picture, we can no longer tell how it looked.
However, a similar thin, pure lead white ground features
prominently in the small picture, f 293, Banks of the Seine,
an outdoor study similarly made in Asnières, some time
between May and July 1887 (fig.13). The priming shows
overall in between open brushwork that was skilfully
differentiated to describe the various elements of the
landscape. It contains no toning pigments and, original-
ly, must have been bright white, heightening overall
tonality (fig.14). The present dull grey shade of the
ground is partly due to scanty coverage of the linen
threads, darkened by saturation with wax lining adhe-
sive. The thinly primed and very finely woven fabric lent
a subtly corrugated texture to dry strokes of paint drawn
swiftly across its surface, providing the ‘glittering’ high-
lights across the rippled surface of the water that art
historians have described (fig. 15).56

• Barium sulphate mixed with lead white 
and chalk on fine linen (see table 3.8)

F 309a Woodland view, painted in Asnières in May to 
July of 1887, shows another type of absorbent ground
applied to a very fine and apparently unsized linen 
canvas (figs. 24–25).57 Again, since this picture has been
re-used, the effect of the original ground is no longer
evident. However, paint samples show that the thin
white ground contains barium sulphate as the chief
component, mixed with lead white and chalk. Probably
a low grade of white household paint was employed,
since, as nineteenth century sources inform us, cheaper
varieties of lead white were commonly adulterated with
varying quantities of barium sulphate, up to 75% in the
variety known as ‘Dutch white.’ Merimée [1830] men-
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tioned that ‘ceruse (i.e. lead white) made in Holland’ was
not a very clear white and was ‘therefore used chiefly in
house painting and in priming cloth for pictures; it is
often mixed with chalk.’58 So far there are very few cited
examples of this particular priming mixture used for
paintings, though one might expect it to occur more
often.59

• Barium sulphate on paper/cotton (see table 3.8 and 3.9)
Examinations of three pictures painted in the late
Summer and Autumn of 1887 showed that these were
made on supports consisting of paper laid onto cotton
fabric: f 344 Self portrait with felt hat and f 373 The
Courtesan (after Eisen), as well as f 452 Four dried sunflowers
now in the collection of the Kröller-Müller Museum in
Otterlo.60 In each case, the paper is very thin, translu-
cent and of a variable yellowish to warm beige hue, as
far as one can judge resembling the paper he used to
trace and scale up the original print design.61 In each
picture, the paper has been laid onto a matching, very
fine plain weave cotton fabric, averaging 24–25 warp x
34–36 weft threads per cm.62 A last feature linking these
works is that the paper-on-cotton supports were pre-
pared with a thin layer of barium sulphate ground, 
consisting of the coarsely ground mineral barite 
(otherwise known as the natural pigment barytes) just
sufficient to size the paper and prevent it being overly
absorbent.63 Microscopic examination of the picture 
surfaces, combined with sample cross-sections, were
required to determine the layer structures of these three
picture supports with certainty, due to the very close
appearance of the thin and translucent layers of tracing
paper and ground, which in turn strongly resemble the
beige colour of unprimed and unbleached canvas.
Indeed, previously these works had been taken as oil 
on canvas. 

Examination of the edges of the picture supports
showed a common process of manufacture. Generally,
the edges of the paper sheet fall within the front edges
of the stretcher, having first been cut to fit the size of
the picture area.64 The paper was then glued onto a larg-
er piece of cotton before priming, either flat or already
mounted on the stretcher.65 As a result, the ground ran
over the edges of the paper onto the fabric. The fact 
that the priming covers the tacking margins too, now
enables us to establish that the cotton belonged to the
original support rather than being a later addition.66
Retail stamps inform as that the stretchers belonging 
to f 373 The Courtesan (after Eisen) and to f 452 Four dried
sunflowers were supplied by the Paris merchant, Tasset et

L’Hôte (see fig. 16). Apparently these were custom made
to fit the irregular dimensions of the supports, which, 
in the case of the first painting, seems to have exactly
anticipated the format of the print design squared up 
to virtually twice its original size and with a decorative
border added. A reasonable conclusion would be that
Van Gogh obtained these supports ready-made from the
colourman, were it not that a fourth painting examined,
of around the same date, raises evidence to challenge
this idea. 

The small study in question, f 377 Two dried sunflowers, 
is painted on a remnant of exactly the same cotton, cut
from a selvedge of the fabric (fig. 17).67 Moreover, it
shows the same unusual type of pure barytes ground,
though here brushed directly onto the piece of canvas,
with no paper laid on top (figs. 18–19). Apparently the
cotton fabric was cut loosely to shape and pinned flat 
for priming, leaving the tack heads evident as reserve
shapes in the ground. These makeshift qualities strongly
suggest the hand of the artist. That Van Gogh had his
own ingredients at hand is substantiated by the fact
that he mixed considerable quantities of the same
coarsely ground barytes with his colours on the palette
too, as revealed by the analysis of paint samples that
originated from overlying brush strokes (figs. 20–21).68
This technical evidence goes some way to suggest that
Van Gogh prepared all four picture supports himself,
afterwards tacking the two largest onto stretchers sup-
plied by Tasset et L’Hôte. 

• Chalk on fine linen (see table 3.2)
Concurrent with the use of a barium sulphate ground
for f 373 The courtesan (after Eisen), Van Gogh experiment-
ed with distemper grounds (see under section Preparatory
layers) for two other copies after Japanese prints; f 372
The bridge in the rain (after Hiroshige) (fig. 22), and f 371 
The flowering plum tree (after Hiroshige). Whereas the first
work has a grey ground containing chalk mixed with
bone black (fig. 23), the ground of the second painting
contains chalk only. In both cases, the primings were
very thinly applied to unsized, finely woven linen.
Furthermore, microscopic examination reveals that both
primed canvases were lightly abraded before they were
used. Possibly this was the deliberate result of sanding,
to expose raw canvas nubs that would further help to
wick out paint medium into the porous fabric. Equally
however, it could be an accidental effect caused by unin-
tentional wearing or rubbing of the fragile surfaces,
caused by rolling and unrolling the canvas, or when
ready-stretched canvases were left around in the studio.
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fig. 20 Paint cross-section from a dark brushstroke at the left edge of 
Vincent van Gogh, Two dried sunflowers, F377 (see fig. 17). 
The brown paint contains barium sulphate (barytes), silicates, 
vermilion, chrome yellow, ultramarine and an unidentified 
brown pigment. The thin layer of lead white on top is a later 
addition.

fig. 21 Backscattered Electron Image of the paint cross-section 
illustrated in fig. 20, showing the large rectangular barite 
crystals in the brown paint.

fig. 23 Paint cross-section from the bottom edge of Vincent van Gogh, 
The bridge in the rain (after Hiroshige), F372 (see fig. 22). 
The sample shows the c. 0.05 mm thick ground layer 
containing chalk and bone black, with a green paint layer 
on top.

fig. 14 Paint cross-section from the bottom edge of Vincent van Gogh, 
Banks of the River Seine, F293 (see fig. 13). The cross-section 
shows a size layer with a c. 0.05 mm thick, pure lead white 
ground layer on top.

fig. 15 Vincent van Gogh, Banks of the River Seine, F293 (see fig. 13), 
detail of highlights in the water.

fig. 18 Paint cross-section from the bottom edge of Vincent van Gogh, 
Two dried sunflowers, F377 (see fig. 17), showing the ground to 
contain barium sulphate (barytes). The thin layer of lead white 
on top is a later addition.

fig. 19 Backscattered Electron Image of the paint cross-section illustrated 
in fig. 18, showing the large rectangular barite crystals.
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fig. 26 Vincent van Gogh, Self portrait, F109v, mid. June to August
1887, oil on canvas, 42.9 x 31.3 cm Van Gogh Museum 
(Vincent van Gogh Foundation), Amsterdam

fig. 30 
Vincent van Gogh, 
Still life with cabbages
and onions, F374, 
November 1887–
February 1888, oil on
canvas, 50.0-50.2 x
64.3 cm Van Gogh
Museum (Vincent van
Gogh Foundation),
Amsterdam

fig. 28 Vincent van Gogh, Flowering chestnut tree, F270a, 
mid.– late May 1887, oil on canvas, 55.6 x 46.0-46.3 cm
Van Gogh Museum (Vincent van Gogh Foundation), Amsterdam
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The extremely porous nature of the supports is evident
in the extent to which they have soaked up wax lining
adhesive and/or varnish applied during later treatments,
radically altering the ground tints, from light grey to
black, and from white to beige respectively. 

Mid-toned grounds (see table 3.6 and 3.7) Parallel to this
experimentation with pale absorbent supports, Van
Gogh began to exploit the more obvious pictorial effects
of mid-toned grounds, sometimes applied to textured
surfaces. Earlier pictures provide very sporadic evidence
for the use of toned underlayers, one being the Antwerp
Portrait of an old man f 205 in which the pale tint of the
ready-made ground was modified with a streaky grey
layer that was largely covered up in the completed pic-
ture (see under 
section Antwerp; a transition).69 Around the spring of 1887
though, Van Gogh seems to have returned to this idea,
now allowing the toning layer to stand for parts of 
the finished composition. This idea may partly have
stemmed from a rationalisation of his procedure for
painting out abandoned compositions, which, as 
examinations have shown, often involved first covering
up the rejected image with a dark paint layer, before
applying a new light ground layer on top. A more deeply
toned ground layer could serve both functions in one go. 

Two early examples of this method are the outdoor
studies of Woodland view (f 307 and f 309a–(fig. 24)), paint-
ed in May to July of 1887 on top of abandoned works.70
Though the re-used supports differed both in terms of
canvas weave and ground preparation, Van Gogh simply
covered existing layers with a matching pinkish-brown
layer as a common starting point for the current pic-
tures. Paint samples verify that in each case, this layer
contained the same elaborate mixture of pigments; lead
white, red ochre, vermilion, ultramarine, barium sul-
phate, emerald green, zinc white, carbon black and an
organic red pigment (fig. 25). Apparently, exactly the
same mixed ground colour was brushed onto the reverse
of several Nuenen canvases too, in preparation for their
re-use for a series of self portrait studies (f .nos. 61v, 77v,
109v, 179v, and 269v) and a Montmartre landscape (f 388v
Vegetable garden with sunflower) all painted in the period
mid. July–August of that year- (figs. 26–27). The pinkish-
brown priming was thinly applied in a single coat, sink-
ing into the unsized backs of these canvases so that it
left a slightly rough surface texture. 

A third painting in the series of woodland studies dated
May – July 1887, f 308, shows a cool pinkish-grey ground

rather than the warm pinkish-brown ones present on
the other two discussed. This second ground was simi-
larly brushed onto the canvas when on its stretcher, cov-
ering the existing picture area. Again, analysis of paint
samples demonstrated that exactly the same ground
colour appears on other works, indicating that the artist
mixed up a batch of paint and applied it to several can-
vases at once. These include f 270a Flowering chestnut tree
that was painted in May 1887, apparently also on top of
another composition (figs. 28–29), and f 370 In the café;
Agostina Segatori in Le Tambourin, thought to have been
painted some time between January and March of 1887,
in this case on top of an abandoned portrait. In each case
the pinkish-grey colour consisted of lead white mixed
with Emerald green, barium sulphate, fine red ochre
and ultramarine. Surface examination of the latter por-
trait suggests that this grey colour was not applied as a
uniform ground layer however, but in different shades
that defined the main planes of the background area for
example. 

In the winter of 1887 to early 1888, Van Gogh continued
his experiments with toned ground layers used for three
related works; f 289 Portrait of a restaurant keeper, f 374
Still life with cabbages and onions (fig. 30), and f 522 Self 
portrait as a painter that is signed and dated 1888. For
these pictures he employed a matching fine 4.1/ warp
faced twill fabric (with an average of 23 warp and weft
threads per cm) prepared with a warm pinkish-grey
ground layer. Though the warm hue is reminiscent of
the artist-applied pinkish-brown grounds discussed
above, it is much lighter in shade and has a very differ-
ent composition (fig. 31). 71 Essentially the ground
resembled a commercial lead white-in-oil type, but has 
a more distinctive tone due to significant additions of
the usual tinting pigments (bone black, orange ochre
and umber). Paint samples also revealed that, on each
painting, the ground had been applied in two stages.
Moreover, in each case, particles of orange ochre had
been mixed with the size layer present under the
ground, presumably to provide a visual check for its
even application. 72 The intimate match of canvas and
preparatory layers suggests that the three supports were
cut from the same strip of pre-primed twill. Rotating
the landscape 15 canvas of the still life to correspond
with the upright format of the figure 15 supports of the
two portraits, reveals that in each case, the diagonal
grain of the twill travels consistently from top left to
bottom right (seen on the front or warp face). This sug-
gests that each piece was cut from the length direction
of the fabric, presumably to minimise wastage. The
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unusual fabric and ground tone, suggest that these 
supports met the specifications of the painter, rather
than being purchased off-the-shelf.

5 Discussion

Systematic examination of Van Gogh’s Antwerp and
Paris picture supports revealed that, beginning in
Antwerp, his customary practice became the purchase 
of ready-made canvases primed and stretched in a range
of standard formats. This sets his method apart from
other periods of his production, when he preferred to
manufacture his own supports by combining loose can-
vas with bare stretching frames. An exact comparison of
these retailed canvases, inevitably of plain weave and
with a lead white in oil ground, revealed the endless
subtle variety of the fabric textures and priming tints on
offer. The fact that hardly any matching canvases were
found supports the idea that Van Gogh generally pur-
chased his supports individually, rather than stocking
canvas by the roll. One can now lay to rest the earlier
assumption that in Paris, Van Gogh had probably
already begun to buy ready-primed canvas by the metre
from the company Tasset et L’Hôte, as became his stan-
dard practice later on.73 Trade stamps reveal that though
he visited their shop in the rue Fontaine by 1887, this
involved the purchase of a ready-stretched canvas
stamped neatly in the middle, as well as stretchers used
for paper-on-cotton supports, rather than loose canvas
with the characteristic asymmetrical thread count
(approximating 11–13 warp by 15–19 weft threads per
cm) encountered in his later works.74 Documentary and
technical evidence reveal that, besides Tasset et L’Hôte,
Vincent visited several addresses in Montmartre to buy
different types of ready-primed canvas (and carton), 
so that one wonders which factors led him to choose a
particular support for a given picture. Unfortunately,
there are hardly any letters from the Paris period that
might help to illuminate his preferences, since Vincent
lived with Theo and had no need to correspond. Even his
later writings reveal only practical considerations, in
Arles weighing up the quality versus price of ready-
primed canvas sold by the metre by various companies
for example.75 Therefore, to understand the artistic 
consequence of these choices, we have to turn to the
visual evidence of the pictures themselves. 

Broadly speaking one can say that, for the pictures made
during Vincent’s first year in Paris, the light primed
canvases do not play a conspicuous role in creating 

their final look, since they are generally covered up by 
a full-bodied application of paint. Contemporary artist,
A.S. Hartrick, later recalled that when Van Gogh was
making his first Paris paintings of still life, flowers and
Montmartre landscapes, the ‘plunge into pure colour
(had) stimulated him violently’ so that he had ‘piled on
the paint in a way that was astonishing and decidedly
shocking to the innocent eye as well as that of the more
sophisticated…’76 In the floral still lifes that he painted
in the summer, a characteristic succulent layering of
impasto touches may be specifically linked to the exam-
ple of the painter, Adolphe Monticelli, whom Vincent
greatly admired. Despite the very direct impression 
that the 1886 pictures create in general, in fact technical
examinations revealed that they are often built up in
several, sometimes distinct sessions of paint application,
often covering the light ground at an early stage with
opaque areas of warm-toned underpaint. However,
around January of 1887, this situation radically changed
when Van Gogh switched to a much thinner and more
direct painting technique reminiscent of watercolour
that would allow the pale toned supports to feature in
the finished pictures in a prominent way. 

The peinture á l’essence method practiced by his friend
and colleague, Toulouse Lautrec, is thought to have 
provided the example for this thinner way of painting,
coupled in his portraits with the application of discreet
dashes and dots of colour that presented Van Gogh with
a less dogmatic variant of the neo-impressionist divi-
sionist touch.77 Vincent combined both elements in a
new style that was first rehearsed on familiar subject
matter, Shoes f 331, painted in January or February of
1887. In this first exercise, painted on a cheaper ready-
primed carton support (rather than canvas), the tech-
nique was thinner but still quite broad and painterly.
However, a more delicate and graphic rendition evolved
in the course of the still lifes he painted in the period
February to March, and especially in the landscapes of
March to mid. April 1887.78 In these works, thin veils of
colour (often less than 0.01 mm) used to tone the light
ground were deliberately rubbed or brushed down, so
that colour was left in the interstices but removed from
the light tops of the primed weave. Sometimes sgraffito
texturing was carried out at a later stage of execution in
order to recover the light tone of the ground, scraping
through wet or semi-dry paint with a hard bristle brush
or other implement.79 Very occasionally, the paint was
even thinned out by dabbing with the finger tops.80 In
other places the ground was left showing from the start,
in between open touches of colour. These joint measures
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fig. 25 Paint cross-section from the bottom edge of Vincent van Gogh,
Woodland view, F309a (see fig. 24). The bottom layer is the 
original ground, containing barium sulphate (presumably 
barytes), lead white, and chalk. No size is evident underneath 
this layer, though it is complete. On top are two paint layers 
belonging to an underlying composition. This was covered up 
by a pinkish-brown layer, serving as a ground layer for the cur
rent composition. This second, artist-applied ground contains 
lead white, red ochre, an organic pink-red, ultramarine, 
Emerald green, barium sulphate and possibly a little zinc 
white. On top is the green layer of the foliage.

fig. 27 Paint cross-section from the left edge of Vincent van Gogh, 
Self-portrait, F109v, (see fig. 26). Canvas fibres are evident at
the bottom of the sample, then the pinkish-brown ground 
layer, and finally a dark blue paint layer from the portrait. 
The ground contains lead white, red ochre, ultramarine, 
Emerald green, barium sulphate, carbon black and possibly a 
little zinc white. Van Gogh brushed this layer directly onto the 
unsized back of a Nuenen picture. 

fig. 29 Paint cross-section from the bottom turnover edge of Vincent 
van Gogh, Flowering chestnut tree, F270a, (see fig. 28). The 
cross-section shows the c. 0.13 mm thick first ground layer, 
consisting of lead white with a few orange ochre, and red-
brown particles. The second, pinkish-grey ground layer applied
by Van Gogh contains lead white, barium sulphate, Emerald 
green, ultramarine and fine red particles. A green layer is 
present on top. The first and second grounds are separated by 
an extremely thin, dark brown layer, that must have belonged 
to an abandoned composition. A thin green layer is present on 
top of the sample.

fig. 31 Paint cross-section from the right tacking margin of Vincent 
van Gogh, Still life with cabbages and onions, F374, (see 
fig. 30). The cross-section shows the c. 0.23 mm thick ground 
layer, which contains lead white, a little bone black, orange 
ochre and silicates. The thin size layer underneath the ground 
contains a few particles of orange ochre.

fig. 32 Vincent van Gogh, Still life with cabbages and onions, F374 
(see fig. 30). Detail showing the twill canvas weave used to 
texture paint.
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ensured that the reflective priming was left prominent
throughout, heightening overall luminosity and provid-
ing a cool unifying tone that contrasted the brightly
coloured dots and dashes of paint applied on top. For 
the Montmartre landscapes, the light primings had a
representational function as well, contributing to the
airy spring-like quality of the scenes depicted. For three
landscapes it emerged that the light bluish ground tone
creating this effect was in fact a colour mixed by the artist
to cover up abandoned designs, imitating the effect of a
cool tinted commercial ground. In each of these pictures,
f 341 View from Vincent’s apartment, f 346 The Moulin de
Blute-Fin and vegetable gardens, and f 347 Impasse des deux
frères and the Moulin de Poivre, the artist-applied priming
contained exactly the same ingredients of a little ultra-
marine blue, added to lead white and zinc white. 

Alongside this new marked exploitation of the light
tints of ready-made artists’ canvas, from the spring of
1887 Van Gogh also began to experiment with alterna-
tive types of absorbent substrate, each with a rather
smooth surface finish, and light tone. The materials
used included pure (i.e. without fillers) chalk, barium
sulphate or lead white grounds, brushed thinly onto
unsized and finely woven fabrics, or paper-on-fabric.
Owing to a recent campaign of technical research that
focussed on the subsequent Arles period, we are able to
place these Paris findings in perspective. In October of
1888, Vincent would announce that he and fellow-
painter Paul Gauguin, with whom he shared a studio
from October to December, intended to prepare their
own, cheaper canvas.81 Technical examinations have
demonstrated that they divided a roll of jute fabric for
this purpose, preparing it sequentially with pure chalk,
barytes and lead white grounds, until the roll was
depleted.82 We now know that all three types of ground
(though applied to relatively smooth surfaces rather
than the coarse jute) find a precedent in Van Gogh’s 
1887 pictures, so that his role in instigating these joint
explorations is perhaps greater than hitherto suspected.
Indeed, available evidence suggests that for the trials
with barium sulphate grounds, Van Gogh lent closely on
his Paris experience, continuing to use a mixed animal
glue and oil binding medium, rather than the mixture
of starch and glue favoured by Gauguin.83 Once again,
only monetary reasons are given for these priming
experiments in Arles, yet it is important to consider the
pictorial consequences of the chosen materials too. 

To understand the visual impact intended by the use of
absorbent supports for the Paris pictures, one needs to

discount the profound changes in appearance brought
about by later wax-lining and varnishing treatments 
in particular, since seepage of these materials into the 
permeable painting structures has caused irrevocable
darkening of original colours.84 Taking this into
account, the white chalk ground of f 371 The flowering
plum tree (after Hiroshige), now altered to beige, would
originally have featured more prominently where it was
left exposed along the fine contours of the trees, also
heightening the brilliance of thin red and purple glazes
in the main tree trunk for example. Similarly, blackened
patches of primed canvas left exposed in the clothing
and around the fine contours of the figures in f 372 The
bridge in the rain (after Hiroshige), would have been lighter
grey, contributing to a more balanced colour scheme.
Considering the barium sulphate grounds used by Van
Gogh, the light beige colour of the support does feature
in the thin and sketchily painted background of his
small study of f 377 Two dried sunflowers, and in the 
right part of the background of his larger version of the
theme, f 452, that is considered unfinished.85 In f 344
Self-portrait with felt hat and especially the densely paint-
ed f 373 Courtesan (after Eisen) however, only small spots
show coincidentally between brushstrokes. The role of
these supports, with their rather neutral hue and
smooth surface, seems to have been an instrumental
one, facilitating the effects of colour and texture
achieved in paint layers on top. These decorative paint-
ings took the jewel-like colour schemes of Japanese
prints as their starting point, further substituting the
original blacks and greys by more saturated colours, and
heightening vivid complementary colour contrasts. Like
other painters, Van Gogh may well have considered the
use of absorbent grounds for these particularly colourful
works as advantageous, since, by reducing the oil con-
tent of the paint they would render the colours more
brilliant and less subject to change due to darkening 
of the oil. He expressed thoughts in a similar vein with
respect to coarsely ground pigments, which, since they
would be less saturated by oil than finely ground ones,
would provide fresher colours that might darken less.86
Intuitively Van Gogh could not refrain from a more 
full-bodied application of brushstrokes in certain areas
of his Japonaiserie pictures however, contrasting the
more radical effects achieved by colleagues such as
Bernard, Anquetin and Gauguin, who exploited
absorbent supports to soak up thin paint layers and
eliminate textural brushwork. Earlier, Vincent had
explained that he considered a solid paint application
necessary to create lasting colour, a view that must 
have been at odds with this lean approach.87
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From the spring of 1887, parallel to both these lines of
experiment using absorbent supports on the one hand,
and exploiting the luminosity of light tinted commer-
cial primings on the other, he also began to use more
more deeply toned grounds. Analysis of paint samples
has shown that the artist mixed a batch of cool pinkish-
grey colour, and a batch of warm pinkish-brown, brush-
ing the same ground colour onto several pictures at once
in order to prepare them for re-use. He must have been
pleased with the effect, since by the autumn of 1887 he
had ordered twill canvas supports prepared with a
warm-toned ground that was similar to the artist-
applied pinkish-brown primings, but somewhat lighter
in shade. In the resulting paintings (f 289 Portrait of a
restaurant keeper, f 374 Still life with cabbages and onions,
and f 522 Self portrait as a painter), he seems to have
exploited the pronounced fabric texture to animate his
paint surfaces, dragging dryish scumbles of paint over
the raised threads of the weave to accentuate its diago-
nal bias, in contrast to loaded and smoothly worked pas-
sages of paint (fig. 32). Especially in the two portraits,
crust-like paint surfaces were built up in the process of
adjusting texture and colour, in repeated applications of
paint. The result closely parallels the wrinkled surface
texture of Japanese wood block prints called crépons (due
to their resemblance to crêpe paper) that were known to
have inspired him in the period. Hartrick recalls how,
when being led around his Paris studio, Vincent had
drawn his attention to some crêpes, and that he became
convinced of his aim to ‘get a similar effect in his paint-
ing of little cast shadows in oil paint from the rough-
ness of surface’.88 To some extent however, this effect
also seems to result from labouring with the unfamiliar
qualities of the fabric, which must have impeded the
crisp gestural brushwork that usually formed such an
essential component of the artist’s technique.

In f 374 Still life with cabbages and onions, the mid-toned
ground was left visible in select areas of the finished 
picture (notably in the cabbage), but in the two portraits
on twill it was virtually covered by layered paint strokes
on top. This contrasts Van Gogh’s way of using the
artist-primed canvases in which the pronounced hue of
the ground was exploited in a remarkably direct way,
especially in the outdoor studies he made around
Asnières. On the one hand, the ground colour provided a
ready middle tone for an economic modelling of form.
On the other hand, it was left showing in between open
brushwork as a figurative element, serving to heighten
colour and tone by means of complementary contrast.

For example, where bright green dabs in the foliage are
set off against spots of pinkish-brown ground colour,
the red-green opposites enhance each other. Van Gogh
would have had to anticipate the different effect of
applying colours to a pinkish-brown or pinkish-grey
substrate, rather than a pale tinted one, demonstrating
the sophisticated colour mixing skills that he had
acquired by this date. In f270a Flowering chestnut tree and
f308 Undergrowth, the artist began with an elaborate
charcoal or pencil sketch of his subject on the pinkish-
grey primed supports, with outlines that would serve as
a guide for the dots and dashes of colour to be filled in.
In his woodland views with pinkish-brown primings
however (f 307 and f 309a), he seems to have virtually
dispensed with a preliminary underdrawing, now draw-
ing and modelling form directly with the brush in one
go- thereby fulfilling a goal that he had set himself
almost a year before.89 The relatively close resemblance
of the pinkish-brown grounds to the hue and tone of a
dark wooden palette, must have allowed him to gauge
colour in an unusually direct fashion, fostering such a
rapid procedure.90 At a microscopic level this is wit-
nessed in paint cross-sections by a partial, slurried mix-
ing of colours within individual paint blobs that were
picked up swiftly from the palette. This very immediate
approach is consistent with the character of these works
as rapid impressions, capturing the transient effects of
dappled sunlight filtering through densely knitted
foliage. 

6 Conclusion

This study demonstrates how, from the spring of 1887,
when accommodating himself within progressive art 
circles in Paris, Vincent came to exploit the pictorial
qualities of different types of picture support in an 
individual way. The various substrates took on a central
role in his exploration of the painterly opposites of com-
plementary colours, dark and light tones, and thin and
thick paint application. Three main lines of experiment
were followed, involving; thin washes and graphic
touches of paint applied to luminous surfaces, decora-
tive areas of bright colour applied to absorbent sub-
strates, and loose touches of colour applied to mid-toned
supports. The rapid momentum behind these artistic
developments demonstrates the extraordinary creative
powers that Van Gogh excercised in his quest to forge a
personal, avant-garde style. 
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